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Santa Rosa Plain Groundwater Sustainability Agency
Advisory Committee Meeting
Meeting Summary

Date/time: Monday, February 8, 2021; 3:00 – 5:30 p.m.
Meeting Location: https://csus.zoom.us/j/82385799732
Contact: Andy Rodgers, Santa Rosa Plain Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA), Administrator
Email: arodgers@westyost.com I Phone: 707.508.3661
Next meeting: Monday, March 8, 2021, 3:00 – 5:30 p.m.

MEETING SUMMARY

Welcome and Call to Order

Sam Magill, Facilitator, Sacramento State University – Consensus and Collaboration Program, opened the
meeting, welcomed the group, covered meeting protocol, and conducted roll call. He then ran through
the day’s agenda and confirmed that the Projected Baseline Water Budget presentation was removed
from the agenda, but there will be a quick update.
Bob Anderson, Santa Rosa Plain Advisory Committee Chairman, Rue Furch, Advisory Vice Chair, and
Andy Rodgers, Administrator, all welcomed the group. Rue Furch mentioned that there is still time to fill
in the forms that Ann DuBay sent out to respond to the GSP sections available.
John Rosenblum (Chat) – Clarified that only Chapter One of the GSP is out for review.

Chair/Vice-Chair Selection

Bob Anderson mentioned there is an addition to the agenda of selecting the Chair/Vice-Chair.
Sam Magill opened the opportunity for anyone interested to speak up. No one expressed interest.
Bob Anderson and Rue Furch expressed willingness to continue serving as Chair/Vice-chair.
Sam Magill polled the group to select Bob Anderson and Rue Furch to continue serving in their roles. No
one opposed so they were confirmed to continue serving as Chair and Vice Chair for Calendar year 2021.

General Public Comments
None.

Agenda Review & 2021 Meeting Schedule Review

Andy Rodgers noted the February 11 Board meeting was canceled and replaced with a meeting on
March 11. This change allows more time for staff to work with the Advisory Committee.
There continues to be an enormous amount of work to do in a short amount of time. There is a request
from staff to schedule a meeting March 29; April 12 is a HOLD date in case it’s needed. The change to the
March 29 (same time) date will allow for more time to prepare for the April 8 Board meeting.
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Andy Rodgers asked Members to keep the April 12 date available. Simone Peters will send an email to
follow up on the March 29 date change.
Ann DuBay provided an update on the upcoming community meetings. There are no final dates to report
as they are waiting to make sure everything is on target. It is likely the spring meeting will be virtual
because of COVID. The fall meeting is uncertain, though the team hopes for an in-person event.

Review Action Items and Approval of Previous Meeting Summary

Sam Magill asked if any corrections to the previous meeting summary are required. The meeting summary
will be considered final at the end of the week to give members the opportunity to send comments to staff.

GSP Section 1 Document Review Summary

Objective: Review feedback received to date on Section 1 GSP. Solicit AC input on review process.
Ann DuBay (Chat) – The comment period will officially end today. Comments were divided into two categories:
1) The comment process itself:
Its clunky to have to go back and forth. Typing into the general feedback box has helped. Sonoma
Water is adjusting the format of leaving comments, but there is no timeline on when this will roll
out; the aim is before Thursday when Section 2 is anticipated to be released for review.
2) Comments on Section 1:
There were 13 comments overall. Mostly positive; lots of great small catches and a couple of
larger suggestions. Section 1 should be a roadmap for the rest of the GSP. There was a suggestion
from Rue Furch to add information about COVID impacts in the community engagement area.
John Rosenblum suggested the section should mention in more detail the Sebastopol boundary
change and addition of the mutual water companies.
There was a comment about the tone being a “little too optimistic”. Staff isn’t sure how to address
this. Reviewers should keep in mind the GSP audience is DWR, but the public should be able to
understand the report. An Acronym list will be provided in Section 2.
Questions/Comments
John Rosenblum clarified his comment on being optimistic in tone. His key issue is that the introduction
needs to provide that the next sections include decisions made that weren’t 100% agreed. Such as
designation of surface watershed is appropriate for ground water. Need to include a hydrogeological
boundary, not just a surface water boundary. There should also be explanation of why the Sebastopol
boundary was adjusted and the benefits of that to the county in reducing the priority of the highlands
from medium to low. There needs to be that kind of commentary to prepare the reader for some of those
issues that come up.
Andy Rodgers – Staff will take that into consideration.
Bob Anderson (chat) – Did any members of public or the Board comment?
Ann DuBay – There was one public comment, none from the Board.
Anderson (chat) – Will the Introduction come back to the Advisory Committee with edits made?
DuBay – Individual sections will not be released again, but the AC will have the opportunity to
review the entire draft GSP.
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Peter Martin asked for clarification on when members will see the section again and suggested
that staff use SharePoint or other collaborative tools, such as SharePoint or OneDrive.
DuBay – Staff will discuss sharing options; the Committee will have the opportunity to review the
entire draft GSP.
Rosenblum (chat) – “Sharing" [via SharePoint or OneDrive] creates too many authors; it is a staff
report and AC input is advisory.
Matt O'Connor (chat) – I generally agree with John Rosenblum’s request that some discussion of
history of the basin boundary revisions be included
Marcus Trotta - The plan was to bring the full sections of the GSP as one package before the public
gets a review.

Project Baseline Water Budget

Objective: Provide overview of projected baseline water budget and AC opportunity for clarifying questions
Sam Magill indicated that this agenda item was changed and gave Bob Anderson the opportunity to
provide opening remarks on the topic; the opportunity was declined.
Marcus Trotta indicated that there’s no presentation, but the update is on status. As a reminder, this is
the 50-year projection with the future climate and water demand assumptions that have been discussed
over the last months. The model team identified an issue with the model output when they were
reviewing the results on Friday which is delaying getting the information out to the Members. The issue is
that the model was not properly incorporating recycled water deliveries in the projected water budget
simulations. It is incorporated in historical and current water budgets that were previously provided to
members in July 2020. The identified issue is only affecting the future model simulation. Recycled water is
an important component in the basin with close to 10,000 acre-feet of recycled water deliveries that
offset a lot of groundwater use that would otherwise occur.
A complete presentation on future baseline water budget projections will be provided at the March 8 meeting.
Questions/Comments
Matt O'Connor (chat) – Change in model inputs or the algorithm in the model?
Trotta – We believe it is the way the model was set up to incorporate the recycled water.
Rosenblum (chat) – Does the recalculation of recycled water account for salt loads?
Trotta - No, the model itself doesn’t have a water quality component.
Anderson (chat) – At last meeting we received Santa Rosa's 50-year numbers, have the others been made
available?
Trotta – He thinks Bob Anderson is referring to the cities and municipalities and future demands.
Yes, they can certainly make them available with the full description of the water budget or
shortly after this meeting.
Anderson – At the GSA board there was a discussion the possibility of having various scenarios run before
one is submitted to DWR. Have you considered that?
Trotta – Yes, that question came up at the GSA board. Primarily focused on the climate scenarios
that we are moving forward with based on Board direction. The projected water budget that we
are working on is one that will include one climate future as well as future projected water
demands. That model will serve as a baseline that other scenarios will run against, evaluating our
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preliminary SMC and looking at the benefits and impacts of different types of projects and
actions. There will be a variety of scenarios of projects and actions that will be included. We are
focusing on one climate scenario to reduce the number of variables that will need to be
compared. Time permitting and having resources available, they are open to testing more
scenarios of climate change. However, we don’t anticipate we will have extra time and resources
available before completing the draft GSP. Evaluation of other climate futures is something we
can plan for the early stages of GSP implementation as updates to the projected water budget are
considered.
Rosenblum – Commented that he is glad to hear they are open to looking at other climate scenarios. He
noticed that Marcus Trotta’s team ran RCP 8.5, which is what they agreed on in the committee, 8.5 isn’t
survivable- no one will live under that. But they ran RCP 4.5. Can they run 4.5 for this report since they did
preliminary reports with that?
Trotta – Yes, we did use 4.5 when we were evaluating different climate futures back in the fall. In
terms of moving forward with evaluation of SMC and project and actions, we need to stay focused
on just one climate projection and would consider running others if time and resources permit.
Joe Gaffney (chat) – RCP 8.5 is the "do nothing", worst-case scenario.
O'Connor (chat) – If possible, to include another climate scenario for some scenarios to get a sensitivity
analysis of sorts that would be very helpful
Rosenblum (chat) – The point about 2 different RCPs (at least 2) is that it brings to light the importance of
Board decisions regarding programs and budgets - not leaving it as a "technical" issue.
Furch – At the last meeting the Water Board released report on water quality … is that being integrated?
The release was a report on water quality … not to the AC.
Trotta – This may be related to the Regional Water Quality Control Board’s proposed resolution
regarding basin prioritization for salt and nutrient planning.
David Noren (chat) – Responding to Rue Furch: I believe the report is a draft report that is coming for
consideration by the Regional Board in the coming months. It is a good read and worth taking a look at in
regard to prioritization of groundwater protection. At this point it is a resolution with no defined Board
action. It should be considered with respect to the GSP.
Peter Martin (chat) – FYI - Link to NCRWQCB Staff report on "basin prioritization" here:
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/northcoast/board_decisions/tentative_orders/pdf/2021/Groundwater
%20Basin%20Staff%20report.pdf
Andy Rodgers (chat) – Thank you everyone. The GSA has requested close coordination with water board
staff on any association plans/actions.
Furch (chat) – I agree with Matt O’Connor that it would be optimal to run climate scenarios …
Furch (chat) – I agree that the report and studies should be included.
Wayne Haydon (chat) – Number 2: “…wells with increasing trends, maintain groundwater-levels near
current elevations and above the historical lows.” As written, this could mean pumping wells with
increasing trends to keep GWL from rising and steady.
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Furch (chat): Considering the impacts of years when Rohnert Park used more groundwater might inform
predictions for changes if Russian / Eel flows are reduced.

SMC for Chronic Lowering of Groundwater Levels

Objective: Provide update on draft SMC for Chronic Lowering of Groundwater Levels, including AC
feedback received to date.
Bob Anderson opened the discussion by asking staff to clarify if they are asking the committee to consider
making a change from where they were before. Condensing the three different patterns down to two?
What is staff asking? Sets of decline and recovery or including the increasing trends, basically condensing
into two? Setting a percentage or a year’s analysis?
Sam Magill indicated the group will circle back to this after the presentation.
Marcus Trotta provided a review of the approach and discussion on approach/methodology for setting
preliminary Minimum Thresholds (MTs) and Measurable Objectives (MOs) for Chronic Lowering of
Groundwater Levels. He also discussed options for defining Undesirable Results.
Three different sets of methodology proposed to address three general types of observed patterns in
historical and recent groundwater-level trends that Bob Anderson was referring to. There are distinct
patterns that they see in groundwater level trends the basin. The differences between them, point to the
need to having slightly different methodologies to account for each:
Wells with relatively stable long-term groundwater-levels (less than 0.5 foot per year decline with
evidence of recovery following wet years); Wells with historical declines and subsequent recovery; and
Wells with increasing groundwater-level trends.
Preliminary factors and metrics considered that are built into the methodology: Water supply well depths;
Historical low groundwater-levels; Projected Future droughts/climate variability.
Methodologies for Preliminary SMCs for Each Observed Pattern:
•
•

For wells with stable groundwater-level trends, maintain groundwater levels within or near
historical conditions while accounting for future droughts and climate variability.
For wells with historical declining trends and subsequent recovery and wells with increasing
trends, maintain groundwater-levels near current elevations and above the historical lows.

Marcus Trotta pointed out that in terms of breakdown in the basin between these three different
patterns 60 % of the wells in their representative monitoring network exhibit those stable trends. About
15% exhibit the declines followed by recovery, and 25% are showing increasing groundwater level trends.
Recommended methodology also incorporates protections for existing water supply wells (all well types
greater than 40 feet in depth). One thing to consider is that MT/MOs for wells with limited historical data
may need to be extrapolated from nearby monitoring wells or evaluated using model.
The presentation included a slide showing the preliminary recommended RMP Network. They have a total
of 14 shallow wells in the aquifer system and 12 in the deep aquifer system. They are in the process of
planning construction of 4 new multi-level wells that will be installed later this year that will add RMPs in
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both shallow and deeper aquifer systems. The map also reflects preliminary data gap areas for prioritizing
locations for future RMPs.
Trotta recapped the initial Advisory Committee feedback. Significant and Unreasonable (what we don’t
want to happen): Groundwater level declines would be significant and unreasonable if they drop below
historical groundwater levels. Groundwater level declines would be significant and unreasonable if they
impact surface water (creeks, streams, marshes). Note: this will be addressed with SMC development for
Surface Water Depletion.
Other considerations: SMC should reflect both shallow and deep aquifers; Seasonal variability, climate
change and longer droughts should be considered; Conjunctive use should be considered.
Matt O’Connor asked for a little discussion of the differing area boundaries and how those were
developed.
Trotta – The vicinity areas that were shown were developed to identify areas around each
representative monitoring point basically breaking up the basin into area surrounding each point.
So that they can identify the depth of nearby water supply wells and include those in the analyses,
and some of them were calculated as the midpoint between the RMP, but some are also based on
some features/fault zones in the basin. They have a summary indicating the representative
monitoring network and how they came up with. A link will be sent out.
Trotta presented and discussed examples from the three different patterns.
Undesirable Results (Unacceptable Basin Condition): A Quantitative Description of the combination of
minimum threshold exceedances that cause significant and unreasonable effects in the basin. Must be
eliminated within 20 years of GSP implementation.
Considerations: Does the undesirable result adequately characterize conditions that are significant and
unreasonable? How does this undesirable result affect beneficial uses and users of groundwater?
How does this Undesirable Result affect land uses and property interests?
Initial Ideas for Undesirable Result Options (Goal is to provide options for the GSA Board to consider for
determining Undesirable Results):
1. Some percentage of MT exceedances (e.g., 10, 25% of RMPs, etc.)
• Total anticipated number of RMPs: ~30 monitoring wells (14 in shallow aquifer system
and 16 in deep aquifer system)
• One percentage for entire basin or different percentage thresholds for each aquifer
system
Trotta asked if there is interest in wanting to have one percentage for the entire basin or have
different percentage thresholds for each different aquifer system. Are there are more risks associated
with minimal threshold exceedance in one versus the other?
2. Multiple years of Minimum Threshold exceedances (e.g., 2 consecutive years)
3. Some combination of 1 and 2
Staff is open to other ideas than those presented and, as a reminder, the way Undesirable Results are set
can help balance the relative degree of protections that are afforded by where they set the minimum
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thresholds. If we set it to be very protective, and a little less flexibility, you can balance by having more
flexibility in undesirable results, or visa-versa.
We have until 2042 to address any undesirable results. This is meant to be adaptive and can be revised
based on new data, projects, and actions.
Next Steps:
1. Assess projected groundwater-level changes from model output for incorporating into
methodology
2. Apply methodology to set preliminary MTs/MOs at each potential Representative Monitoring
Point (RMP)
3. Provide complete proposal to AC for consideration/recommendation at March 8 AC meeting
4. Bring complete proposal to Board for possible direction at March 11 or April 8 Board meeting
5. Integrate all Sustainability Indicators and evaluate with future projections
6. Evaluate need, feasibility, and cost of Projects and Actions
7. Revise SMCs as appropriate
Sam Magill provided a brief poll on MT/MO for the SMC using the following questions. Note that majority
of AC members either did not or were unable to participate. As such, polling results associated with each
question are for illustrative purposes only. Poll questions and associated results include:
•

•

•

Analysis shows three “observed general patterns.” Based on AC’s previous discussion, suggested
MOs / MTs are the same for both the wells with decline & recovery and for wells with increasing
trends. Is AC still okay using the same MOs / MTs?
o Yes: 9
o No: 0
o Other: 2
What percentage of wells in the Representative Monitoring Points would trigger an MT
exceedance? ( Single Choice)
o 10%: 1
o 25%: 7
o Other: 2
Is it better to define an “Unacceptable Basin Condition” by defining or setting the trigger of MT if
the exceedance occurs over consecutive years or when a certain percentage of wells exceed the
MT?
o No responses provided

AC members were generally supportive with the current direction of the SMC but were not able to
provide final comments via the poll at this time.
Questions/Comments
Rosenblum (chat) – What is defined as a "monitoring well"? Can more supply wells with data reviewed by
the State be used for validation? Why not use all CASGEM wells?
Trotta – They went through the process of identify appropriate wells that met specific DWR
requirements. The wells they have, far exceed DWR best management documents. Ideally these
wells are representative of these areas. They will continue to evaluate and report on all wells in
the basin being monitored. For setting SMC, they need to be more stringent on the information
they have on the wells and future monitoring.
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Noren (chat) – Given the data gaps in well networks, it would be helpful to have a roadmap and proposed
schedule for the addition of RMPs<200' within the first five years of the GSP implementation.
Wayne Haydon (chat) – “Groundwater level declines would be significant and unreasonable if they drop
below historical groundwater levels.” Historical depressed levels like 1974 or 1990? This
statement could be construed to allow a return to the historic and large GWL declines. 1 % of MT
exceedance should depend on number and density of RMP’s. As there are few and dispersed
RMP’s, that is each RMP represents a large area, the percentage could be small. For example, see
how dispersed RMP’S are on maps on Slide 5 of Chronic Lowering presentation. The “Windsor”
shallow Groundwater RMP Area is about 25 square miles. The rest are about 10 square miles.
Pretty big area, so I recommend if one (1) RMP exceeds, that is enough to signify an exceedance.
Gaffney (chat) – Are Minimum Threshold exceedances basin-wide, or a specific well?
Trotta: They are specific to a well. The undesirable results are basin-wide.
O'Connor (chat) – I think the multi-year consideration needs to be included as year to year variation can
be substantial.
Anderson (chat) – Do the charts indicate any consecutive years with exceedances?
Trotta – In terms of historic record, not for this well. That’s something that can be evaluated when
they have their methodology figured out.
Mary Grace Pawson (chat) – Agree with Matt O’Connor. We need to allow for multi-year evaluation not only
because of climatic variation but for resiliency. For example, Rohnert Park pumps more well water
to support Russian River system operations and fish flows during some operational scenarios. Losing
that operational flexibility could result in trading off one resource for another, which I don't think
we want to do.
Furch (chat) – Determining if “sustainability” is for an area/region or an individual well makes a huge
difference. I do think basin wide is too big a filter.
Colin Close (chat) – I agree with Matt O’Connor and Mary Grace Pawson re: allowing for multi-year
evaluation.
O’Connor – These percentages and minimum threshold objects are necessary. It seems in the process of
reacting to this, there are some hydrogeological hypothesis that get mentioned: why is this area
having a problem. If it comes up can you make comment of it?
Trotta – Yes, that’s a good point and they have been addressing it with other SMCS as they have
been going along. Depending on how they define Undesirable Results, if they do see Minimum
Thresholds exceedances for certain areas in the future, then even if they are not triggering
undesirable results based on how we define them, they would certainly look into developing
potential hypothesis on the issue.
Rosenblum – If we already know this SMC will be exceeded by these wells at some time, what are we
going to put in the GSP now? Second point, the Sebastopol recharge area is outside of the analysis area, it
looks like we need to look at this separate and everyone just outside the boarder?
Trotta – Evaluating potential SMC exceedances and evaluating potential projects and
management actions for the GSP is exactly what we plan to tackle next with the projected water
budget.
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Martin – It makes sense to him to look and evaluate the shallow and deeper aquifers separately.
Haydon (chat) – Question on MT exceedance: How often measured? Pattern may show up after few
measurements, especially if multiple RMP’s in close proximity show same result. Because the RMP Areas
are large areas, I recommend is one (1) year, or less, of RMP exceeds, that is enough to signify an
exceedance.
Rosenblum (chat) – Static water levels are most appropriate, but different users - especially individual
residences - might be impacted by the depth of their pumps (i.e. dynamic levels) first.
Marcus Trotta mentioned the goal is to get all preliminary SMC through the board by their April 8
meeting. The draft Sustainable Management Criteria section of the GSP is anticipated to get to the AC for
review by the end of April. He asked that anyone with thoughts or questions can reach out anytime
between meetings.

SMC for Depletion of Interconnected Surface Water Update

Objective: Provide update on draft SMC for Depletion of Interconnected Surface Water, including AC and
practitioner work group feedback received to date.
Marcus Trotta provided a short overview of the workgroup schedule, final meeting is anticipated to take
place on February 18, the previous Significant and Unreasonable Statement, and the ISW SMC Practitioner
Work Group 12/7/20 feedback.
Revised Strawman Significant and Unreasonable Statement: Significant and unreasonable depletion of
surface water from interconnected streams occurs when surface water depletion, caused by groundwater
pumping within the Basin/Subbasin, exceeds depletes streamflows below historical depletion and or
adversely impacts the viability of groundwater dependent ecosystems (GDEs) or other beneficial users of
surface water users.
Notes/Definitions:
• Provides guidance for technical staff to move forward with methodology based on available
historical information and allows for future incorporation of flow targets or other information
concerning adverse impacts to beneficial users developed by others
• “Groundwater pumping” excludes any diversions by surface water rights holders
• “Historical levels” to be defined using minimum threshold methodology
• “groundwater dependent ecosystems” defined in Basin Setting
• “other beneficial users of surface water” include surface water rights holders and recreational
uses (where applicable)
Haydon – Statement refers to streams only, should statement refer to other interconnected waters like
wetlands, ponds, etc.?
Trotta – It should say interconnected surface water, not streams.
Potential Methodology for Determining ISW SMC
Correlation Assessment of Simulated Streamflow Depletion with Groundwater Levels
•

Incorporate available historical data and variety of water-year types
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•
•
•
•

Analysis of groundwater pumping effects on surface water depletion
Use simulation analysis and historical data together to inform selection of SMCs
Allow for any potential future instream flow requirements, etc.
Include a detailed plan in the GSP for how we will build our datasets and improve simulation
capabilities to more fully incorporate the correlation assessment methodology we have tested.

Challenges:
• At majority of potential Representative Monitoring Points (RMPs), we only have one years’ worth
of groundwater-level data
• Variable levels of correlation between simulated streamflow depletion and groundwater levels
• Potential instream flow targets not available
• Limited data and information for assessing presence of any historically significant and
unreasonable conditions
Strawman proposal for setting "initial" SMCs while we work to build datasets and model capabilities
during GSP implementation:
1. Determine the years with highest amount of (surface water depletion) SWD in late summer/early
fall dry months
2. Determine the mean basin wide total SWD associated with these years to equate our proposed
MT back to a volume or rate per the GSP regulations
3. Select best historical dataset for approximating groundwater-levels at Representative Monitoring
Points (RMPs) with limited historical data
4. Evaluate suitability of each potential RMP for monitoring SWD
5. Calculate MT = mean seasonal low GWLs using dataset determined by Step 3 in years determined
in Step 1 – measured based on seasonal average GWL
6. Calculate MO based on mean SWD for normal/wet years
Include a detailed plan in the GSP for how we will build our datasets and improve simulation capabilities to
more fully incorporate the correlation assessment methodology we have tested.
Initial Discussion of Possible Options for Undesirable Results
Goal is to provide options for the GSA Board to consider for determining Undesirable Results:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Some percentage of MT exceedances (e.g., 25% of RMPs, etc.)
Multiple years of MT exceedances (e.g., 2 consecutive years)
Some combination of 1 and 2
Other ideas?

Prior to determining if undesirable results are occurring based on MT exceedances, the GSA would need to
assess whether potential causes of exceedances are related to depletions associated with groundwater
pumping or other activities related to surface water rights. Developing a description of this assessment in
coordination with SWRCB.
Initial List of Data Gaps and Future Recommended Activities:
•

Informational Data Gaps:
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Location, completion details and pumping estimates for existing water wells (particularly
near streams)
o Type, location, and rates of permitted surface water diversions (including any diversions
made through wells)
Monitoring Needs:
o Additional shallow monitoring wells in data gap areas and near existing RMPs to better
assess hydraulic gradients and potential causes of depletion
o Additional streamflow gauges and/or routine seepage measurements to better evaluate
spatial and temporal gaining/losing conditions
Modeling Improvements:
o Improve ability of models to accurately simulate shallow aquifer system groundwater
levels and surface water/groundwater interaction: incorporate data that will be collected
from new shallow monitoring wells and other studies/monitoring conducted during initial
GSP implementation period
Others?
o

•

•

•

Next steps in Developing SMC for Depletion of Interconnected Surface Water:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Complete GDE and ISW mapping
Further evaluate potential RMP networks
Develop draft SMC at each proposed RMP for all three basins based on potential methodology
Develop options for Undesirable Result determination
Develop narrative for GSP SMC section

Questions/Comments
Haydon (chat - In statement, “exceeds historical depletion” this appears to allow in the future reaching
depletion levels that caused negative impacts.
Gaffney (chat) – How will "surface water depletion" be measured with respect to wetlands?
O'Connor (chat) – Determination of causality by groundwater pumping is the next question
Trotta– They are setting SMC based on groundwater levels. The focus of their representative
monitoring point network is near streams. Wetlands are being mapped as part of the
groundwater dependent eco system mapping project. Through that process they have
preliminarily prioritized steelhead bearing streams as highest priority. Initially network will be
focused on those streams. Wetland do need to be considered. This SMC is something we have
data gaps and should be considered adaptive.
O’Connor – This is a hard problem and you ‘re doing a great job. Spring is the most meaningful time for
when water level is most important/meaningful for Coho migrating out. That would change the timing of
what part of the groundwater hydrograph would be looked at. Think about the life history of fish in this
SMC.
David Noren pointed out that the use of “beneficial users/uses” is a legal phrase and it’s important to lean
into the regulatory realm and to look to them for regulatory authority and action. This could be a much
bigger issue than the GSP.
Trotta – They have had a lot of conversation with state board staff regarding this. GSA staff
acknowledges the role of the GSP as it related to this.
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Rosenblum – This whole area is complex and not just technical. It should be brought to the Board. It is not
up to GSA staff or the AC. It’s a question of programs and budgets to fill in the data gaps.
Magill – These comments have been echoed in the work groups and this is the most challenging
and technical of all the SMC.
Furch (chat) – Agree with Wayne Haydon’s concern re. 2. May need to refine monitoring on at risk
streams … as part of programs.
Gaffney (chat) – Plus one for Matt O'Conner's statement. Given that most wetlands are seasonal in
nature, depending more on rainfall onto impervious soils than on groundwater interconnectedness, how
will this be measured?
Gaffney (chat) – If isolated wetlands were sitting on pervious soils, they wouldn't be wetlands.
Rosenblum (chat) – “Within the Basin (Bulletin 118) is the text of SGMA, but SGMA also allows GSAs
"discretion" to look upstream at recharge areas and a baseline before 2015. The main impact for this SMC
is outside the basin in Wilson Grove Highlands (recharge for members on the Western boundary).
Furch (chat) – Some of the “historical” years may not have been sustainable. The baseline year
recommended could be one of those.
Pawson (chat) – How does the methodology account for the fact that in urban areas, water conservation
and LID efforts have reduced runoff...this is good for water quality but can impact perceptions of flow
Trotta – Because of the valuation they’re doing is for surface water depletion as a percentage of
total flow, that’s one way that would help filter those types of impacts out of the metrics. How
they would monitor the SMC is through ground water levels.
Furch (chat) – Can impact flow! Not just perceptions.
Haydon (chat) – RMP areas same as for Chronic Lowering?
Trotta – No, it’s a separate network. For this SMC the RMP network is primarily shallow
monitoring wells near streams and other surface water bodies. He will send out the previous map
he provided.
Pawson (chat) – It seems like we should have some clear adaptive management strategies for this area.
David Long (chat): This SMC is perhaps the "fuzziest" of all. Will be very expensive to chase data that may
or may not offer firm proof the GW is an interconnected effect. Let's dial back on complexity.
Mary Grace Pawson (chat) – We really don't seem to have enough data or to know enough about other
influencing factors to be making hard criteria for this area.
Long (chat) – I like Mary Grace Pawson's adaptive management comment.
Pawson (chat) – I agree.
Long (chat) – If we are already setting SMC for GW levels, couldn't one draw a conclusion that because
groundwater and surface water are interconnected, the Interconnected Surface Water is really a
duplicative effort?
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Furch (chat) – I agree that adaptations will be necessary. I hope that our goals will be clear enough to
provide agreed upon outcomes when we need course corrections (which I agree with).
Rosenblum (chat) – We must hear directly from the "practitioners".
Magill (chat) – We are working to get some of the work group members to speak to the AC at the
March meetings.
Haydon (chat) – Where can we find a map of Interconnected Water RMP?
Marcus Trotta (chat) – Slide 15 from our Nov 2020 AC meeting presentation shows the
distribution of shallow monitoring wells near streams. The wells that are highlighted in yellow are
being further evaluated for inclusion in the RMP network for ISW SMC.
http://santarosaplaingroundwater.org/wp-content/uploads/11.09.20-SRP-AC_SWdepletionSMC_ada.pdf
Haydon (chat) – Santa Rosa Plain GSA will begin implementation of projects and programs… Start projects
after DWR acceptance of GSP?
Rosenblum (chat) – Group 1a should expand the model boundary westwards.
Rosenblum (chat) – Group 3 collaboration on GHG-reduction across agencies, states, and countries.
Martin (chat) – The FAQ would be helpful.
Furch (chat) – We should eliminate acronyms in outreach!

Updates

Objective: Provide relevant updates that inform the Advisory Committee - AC to ask questions if needed.
Marcus Trotta – Further developing Upcoming Technical Topics- Groundwater Storage SMC and Projects
and Actions is taking place. They should have materials for review by the end of the week for both items.
For Groundwater Storage SMC there will be a two-page handout that will describe it and provide
background. The homework for members is to be ready to discuss at the March AC meeting.
Project/Actions. There is focus outreach to member agencies for current existing and any plans for future
projects that can be considered for the GSP. They’re in the process of developing how to rank and
prioritize projects. They plan to have this out soon. They are also looking into a process assimilate and
evaluate using 50-year project water budget to identify and prioritize projects and actions in the GSP.
Staff will send out preliminary screening prior to next meeting for comments.
Andy Rodgers – Groundwater User Information Data Exchange (GUIDE). The launch has been pushed out
to March. There needs to be another review of the jurisdictional databases that is currently happening,
which also effects the mailer addresses. FAQs will be sent to the AC members so that they can also
address inquiries from their constituents.
Andrea Rodriguez – Rural Residential Outreach. Survey closed on January 15 and SCI is compiling data that
will be presented to Board liaisons. The next step is to plan virtual focus groups in March.
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Questions/Comments
Noren: He and Marlene Soiland represent the rural residential well owners. Is there an opportunity to
assist in the process? Would that be helpful?
Rodriguez – When they start to look at focus groups, she will reach out.

Review Meeting Action Items and Discuss February Meeting Agenda
Sam Magill, Advisory Committee Meeting Facilitator

 Be on the lookout for a number of items:
o Simone will reach out to schedule a March 29, 3pm meeting.
o There was a discussion and request for more information the 50-year water budget
information from other municipalities. Technical team will get that circulated.
o RMP documents was requested. A link will be sent out.
o SMCs questions will go out in an email to solicit additional input from AC members in
advance of the next meeting.
o Request for map of RMP for the Surface Dep SMC. The link is in the chat and will go out
with the above referenced email.
Bob Anderson asked for the list of review documents and deadlines. Sam Magill said staff will pull from the
January meeting documents and send out again. Andy Rodgers thanked everyone for their attendance. The next
Board meeting is Thursday, March 11, 2021 and the next Advisory Committee meeting is March 8, 2021. A
potential meeting may happen March 29. The meeting adjourned at 5:36p.m.

Advisory Committee Members (present)

Agricultural representative, Bob Anderson
City of Santa Rosa appointee, Peter Martin
Environmental representative, Beth Lamb
Environmental representative, Rue Furch
Federated Indians of Graton Rancheria representative, Maureen Geary
Gold Ridge RCD appointee, Matt O’Connor
Independent Water Systems appointee, John Rosenblum
Rural Residential representative, David Noren
Sonoma County Water Agency appointee, Carolyn Dixon
Sonoma RCD appointee, Wayne Haydon
Town of Windsor appointee, Sandi Potter
City of Rohnert Park appointee, Mary Grace Pawson
City of Cotati appointee, Craig Scott
Business representative, Joe Gaffney
Rural Residential representative, Marlene Soiland

Advisory Committee Members (absent)

Agricultural representative, David Long
County of Sonoma appointee, Mark Grismer
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Staff/Presenters

Andy Rodgers, SRP GSA Administrator
Marcus Trotta, Sonoma Water, Technical Staff
Lisa Porta, Montgomery & Associates, Technical Staff
Ann DuBay, Sonoma Water, Outreach
Andrea Rodriguez, Sonoma Water, Outreach
Sabrina Marson, GSA Administrative Aide, (recording meeting summary)

Facilitator

Sam Magill, Sacramento State University – Consensus and Collaboration Program

Other Attendees

Colin Close, City of Santa Rosa
Elizabeth Cargay, City of Windsor
Michael Burns, Member of Public
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